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ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT TASKS-early adolescent 
 

Sometimes adolescents struggle with attitudes not very pleasant to be around.  They seem 

to get into conflicts with their siblings and with their friends, not to mention their parents.  

Occasionally they even give a look or a sigh in the presence of a teacher or other adult 

that indicates an inappropriate response to a request.  And there are even times when the 

look or sigh escalates into a comment, either under the breath or quite audible, stating 

emphatically that the adolescent is not happy.  How the adolescent feels is very real to 

him or her; however, expressing that to others may not always be appropriate or 

appreciated.  

 

Listed here are some tasks that can be given to the early adolescent as an attitude 

adjustment task.  The parent giving the task assumes the adolescent has pent-up 

frustration to be released.  The tasks are all things that will help to beautify the home or 

home area and thus are not just meaningless idle work, but rather serviceable and 

effective in attitude adjustment.   

 

The following guidelines are identified by Steve Sherbondy in Changing Your Child’s 

Heart.  He suggests matching the degree of work difficulty with the level of poor attitude, 

assigning jobs that use a liberal amount of elbow grease rather than chemicals or power 

tools, setting the acceptable standard upon completion higher than the standard for 

regular chores, making sure the adolescent is physically capable of doing the work 

assigned, and not substituting the attitude-adjustment work for regular chores. 

 

 Rake the yard 

 Weed the garden or yard by hand 

 Turn over dirt to mix in mulch 

 Weed the edges of the yard by pulling up the weeds by hand 

 Pull grass in sidewalk and driveway cracks 

 Sweep the deck or porch or patio or driveway or garage or shed 

 Clean the bathtub or shower or toilet or sink or shower curtain 

 Clean out garbage cans 

 Vacuum all the carpets 

 Sweep and mop any tile floors 

 Scrape rust or paint off the fence or the garage to prepare for painting 

 Wash walls or floor 

 Wash down cupboards or closets 

 Shovel snow off the sidewalk 

 Wash the car 

 Chop and stack firewood 

 

NOTE:  If the child’s attitude changes in the middle of the task, compliment him or her 

and allow for an apology to be given or whatever is needed.  However, the task is to be 

finished even after the attitude has changed.  Praise the change, but require the total task. 

 
(Parenting Seminar, 2002, Bonnie Kiser, M.S., Crosspointe Community Church, Ft Wayne IN) 


